Excursions are educational and fun and Room 7 had a great day out in Busselton.

Riding on the tram is a fun way to travel on a jetty that is 1841 metres long.
It was Wednesday the 4th of November. I woke up bright and sunny because today was no ordinary school day. Today was our trip to the Busselton Jetty. We were going for fun and to learn about different types of fish.

It was 8:45 at school when we left in our convoy of cars. It took about 1 and a half hours to get there. To occupy ourselves in the car, we played I spy. When we got there we had recess near the shoreline and then lined up. When we finished lining up we went to the office to get our tickets and then we boarded the train.

It took about 15 min to get to the observatory. Once the train had stopped we got off and listened to a man called Warren. Warren told us about our tour guide and then we went in. Our tour guide was called Kate and Kate told us some rules and then we went down the spiral staircase. The further down we went the darker it got and it also got a bit spooky.

After going down all four levels we got to look at the fish ourselves and then went back up the spiral staircase to board the train. After catching the train back we had lunch at a park and then had a play. I enjoyed the spinning bowl the most. After lunch we got back in the cars and got back to school just before the siren.

I think the trip to the Busselton Jetty was the best trip ever! I enjoyed catching the train and seeing all the different types of fish. I also thought the colours of the sea were gorgeous! I really enjoyed the trip to the Busselton Jetty. In the End!
A Day Out

Today I woke up, rise and shine because today we were going to the underwater observatory. I was very excited and pleased. I got to school at 8:30 which was a good time. We went to Busselton for a bit of fun and to see the fish.

At 8:50 we left school in hurry and excitement in a convoy of cards. We got there at around 10:00. When we got there we had recess at a nice table. Our recess was short otherwise we wouldn’t get there in time.

We boarded the train in great excitement and a flush of joy rushed through me. I knew it was going to be a wonderful day. We got there in about 15 minutes flat. We got there and a guy called Warren was there to greet us.

Warren showed us to Kate and Kate was the one who showed us down the 60 stairs. I looked around at the starfish and other things. Then it was time to go. We played *I Spy* until the train came.

When we got off the train we went to have lunch next to a park. I enjoyed the spinning wall the most. We got back to school with about 5 min to go until the siren. I really liked that place and thought it was magic and the fish were gorgeous.
One Day Out at Busselton Jetty

I woke one morning bursting with excitement because today was no ordinary day; it would be a magical fun-filled day at Busselton Jetty.

As we got assigned to certain cars, everyone looked happy, laughing and joking around with their friends. As we left at 8:45 I decided not to sit in the boot and sit in the passenger seat with Billy. At first Billy and I tried to play chess, but the pieces were too small. Otherwise Clayto and Tugge in the back were laughing their heads off.

When we arrived at the sunny town of Busselton, we had our recess at a grassy area with lovely turquoise waters. Soon after we were told to have a toilet break and then line up at the Jetty. As we went inside, I caught up with my friends and laughed a lot.

Once we got our tickets we boarded the bright red train in excitement. As we went to the observatory, we heard the sounds of the train squeaking loudly.

After 15 mins we arrived at the observatory. Warren showed us to Kate, who told us the rules and gave us useful information about the fish and the past of the Jetty. There were four levels of the observatory, but I completely forgot them. Then we walked around the observatory. Afterwards we thanked everyone and played a quick game of 'I spy'. We boarded the train soon after.
When we got back to where we had our recess, we decided to eat our lunch near a big playground. After lunch, we had a play on the playground for 10 minutes then left. On the way back, Billy and Clayton fell asleep. It was so peaceful after that. We arrived back at 2:55 pm.

This was the best day of school EVER!!!!!!!!!

Callum John Walsh